bluedog Vulnerability Management
“Forewarned is Forearmed”

With bluedog ISO27001 certified VAPT Service,
organizations of all sizes now have the power to
protect themselves with either an affordable recurring
automated VAPT or an intensive one-time manual
VAPT service.

What is VAPT?
Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing
(VAPT) as the name suggests scans your public
facing network interfaces and website to find any
vulnerabilities that can be exploited by cyber criminals
to gain entry to your network or the workings of your
website.

Key Features of bluedog VAPT
Over a million different checks are done
each time.
Performs active reconnaissance.
Scans against direct exploitation.
Performs partial authentication and
authorization bypass.
Updated for new issues daily from multiple
trusted sources.

Because VAPT is such an important weapon in your
armory against cyber-attacks, at bluedog we offer a
suite of VAPT services to suit all operational scenarios
and budgets, all of which are backed by our 24/7 fully
staffed SOC.

Provides detail over time.
See the full coverage of each scan through
our dashboard and generate report
anytime.
Handles the false positives.
Provides descriptions, insights, detection,
summary, solutions, and other hosts with
the same issue in one view.

We offer both automated VAPT scanning and a manual
Penetration Testing service.

Reviewed and governed by the bluedog
24/7 Security Operation Center.

bluedog Automated VAPT

bluedog Manual Penetration Testing

Automated VAPT is a low cost way to keep your eye
on the state of your network and website either on a
regular monthly basis or maybe a one-off snapshot.

While Automated VAPT is an amazing way to fill in
your compliance gaps and provides detailed insight
on an ongoing basis. We cannot change the fact that
cybercriminals are people who know how to adapt,
which is why bluedog also offers a Manual Penetration
Testing Service.

The process is non-invasive and will not cause any
downtime or harm to your network or website.
A regular VAPT scan will show you how your security is
improving over time, the reports we generate highlight
deficiencies and vulnerabilities to enable you to
strengthen your defenses.

The bluedog team has more than 20 years’ experience
in ethical hacking and have conducted manual
pentests to almost all verticals in over 30 countries.
Our team of experts is capable of identifying and
exploiting different vulnerabilities of any verticals.
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Subscription Plans
Name

Essential VAPT

Pro VAPT

One-Off VAPT

Manual VAPT

Type

Automated VAPT

Automated VAPT

Automated VAPT

Manual VAPT (with
VPN Connection)

Monthly Scan

Monthly Scan

One-off Scan

One-off
Penetration Test

Includes all key
features

Includes all key
features

Includes all key
features

Includes all the
key features, fully
customisable

Scans up to 4 IPs
and 1 website

Scans up to 16
IPs and 1 website

Scans up to 16
IPs and 1 website

Custom IP ranges

Low monthly
subscription

Low monthly
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One-off Fee
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To find out more about our VAPT Service and our other solutions,
email us at sales@bluedogsec.com or visit bluedog-security.com.

